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Abstract This paper arose out of the 2017 international conference on AI and law
doctoral consortium. There were five students who presented their Ph.D. work, and
each of them has contributed a section to this paper. The paper offers a view of what
topics are currently engaging students, and shows the diversity of their interests and
influences.
1 Introduction
The ICAIL 2017 Doctoral Consortium was organized to promote the sharing of
ideas from Ph.D. researchers in the area of Artificial Intelligence and Law, and to
provide them an opportunity to interact and receive feedback from leading scholars
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and experts in the field. The Consortium took place on June 11, 2017, as a satellite
event of the 16th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law
(ICAIL 2017, London, UK, June 12–16, 2017). The Consortium was the second of
its kind, following the successful ICAIL 2015 edition in San Diego, California.
Specifically, the Consortium sought to provide opportunities for Ph.D. students to:
– Obtain fruitful feedback and advice on their research projects;
– Meet experts from different backgrounds working on topics related to the AI and
Law and Legal Information Systems fields;
– Have a face to face mentoring discussion on the topic and methodology of the
Ph.D. with an international senior scholar;
– Discuss concerns about research, supervision, the job market, and other career-
related issues.
Five Ph.D. candidates presented their work at the Doctoral Consortium: Maria
Dymitruk, Re´ka Markovich, Ru¯ta Liepin¸a, Mirna El Ghosh, and Robert van
Doesburg. Their respective mentors were Guido Governatori, Leon van der Torre,
Bart Verheij, Enrico Francesconi, and Giovanni Sartor. Each presentation was
followed by a lively Q&A with the audience. The afternoon ended with a mentoring
session, where mentee and mentor could discuss research, supervision, the job
market, and other career-related issues, in a personal meeting. On the first day of the
main conference, all candidates presented a two-minute pitch of their research.
Maria Dymitruk (Sect. 2) studies Polish civil proceedings from an AI perspec-
tive. She is interested both in technical tools supporting dispute resolution and in the
legal changes needed for such innovations.
Re´ka Markovich (Sect. 3) investigates rights and duties using formal methods,
building on Hohfeld’s century-old analysis. She focuses also on enforceability, the
role of the state and power.
Ru¯ta Liepin¸a’s research (Sect. 4) addresses causality in the law, with a focus on
modeling the causal and evidential relations in legal cases, aiming to connect legal
theory and AI and Law research.
In the research by Mirna El Ghosh (Sect. 5), a legal domain ontology is used for
the design of decision support systems. A challenge addressed is how to connect the
domain ontology with logical rules.
In his research, Robert van Doesburg (Sect. 6) focuses on the scalable formal
interpretation of natural language sources of norms, allowing for the modeling of
legal consequences for all addressees, and of different interpretations.
As such, the Ph.D. candidates address core themes of the field of AI and Law:
legal decision support (Dymitruk, El Ghosh, Van Doesburg), formalizing legal
concepts (Markovich, Liepin¸a, Van Doesburg), and legal ontologies (El Ghosh, Van
Doesburg).1
1 Note on authorship: The main sections of this report have been written by the doctoral candidates (as
indicated), who appear as authors of the report in the order in which they presented at the ICAIL 2017
Doctoral Consortium (https://nms.kcl.ac.uk/icail2017/dc.php). The introduction to the report was written
by the organisers of the Consortium, who appear as the two last authors of the report.
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2 Maria Dymitruk: the application of artificial intelligence in Polish
civil proceedings
2.1 Introduction
Technological development is constantly affecting justice in significant ways.
Neither practitioners nor researchers of law can ignore the potential which is
connected with advancement. This development and the constant evolution of the
artificial intelligence capabilities brought with it gives the opportunity to improve
the functioning of administration of justice. One of the ideas for such improvement
are the attempts to automate judicial proceedings, including civil procedure, by
creating artificial intelligence systems having the ability to judge. The application of
artificial intelligence methods in order to automate the law application process
requires both the creation of computer systems able to conduct numerous reasoning
processes and judgement activities, and also a detailed analysis concerning
admissibility of AI applications in legal proceedings. The practical use of artificial
intelligence technologies in law should remain in accordance with institutional and
procedural requirements of judging.2
2.1.1 Subject of the doctoral thesis
The subject of the doctoral thesis being prepared by me is the analysis of potential to
use artificial intelligence in Polish civil procedures in the role of the adjudicator or
to support the work of humans. The researches undertaken within the study will
constitute an attempt to verify whether the use of computer systems created on the
basis of achievements in the field of artificial intelligence can be compatible with
the binding provisions of Polish law determining the shape and the character of the
civil procedure. This undertaking will require an analysis of compatibility of AI
applications with the requirements of Polish legal order, including in particular
principles of civil procedure regulated in the Constitution (Constitution of the
Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997 [Journal of Laws No. 78, item 483, as
amended]) and in the code (The Act of 17 November 1964—The Code of Civil
Proceedings [Journal of Laws of 2016, item 1822, as amended]). The deliberations
presented in the doctoral dissertation will have their source in regulations of Polish
law and Polish judicial reality. Nevertheless, because of the similarities of civil
procedures principles in different countries, it is possible to relate the results of this
study to other legal systems as well.
2.1.2 Methodology of the study
The issues connected with automation of civil procedures verified within the
doctoral dissertation will generally require reference to two disciplines: to artificial
intelligence in part and to law in complex manner. One of the methodological
2 Maria Dymitruk is working for a Ph.D. at the University of Wrocław, Poland under the supervision of
Prof. Jacek Gołaczynski.
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assumptions is to put the legal considerations into modern technological reality by
referring to the specific methods and techniques of artificial intelligence and
practical use of AI in law. The result of the adopted approach will be the need to
describe current achievements of automation of legal process in the fields of AI and
Law, and the analysis of the possible use of these achievements in Polish civil
procedure.
The study will open with presentation of the artificial intelligence issues. This
part of thesis will cover not only the definitions and the presentation of the historical
development of AI, but also the description of chosen methods and techniques of
artificial intelligence, which may turn out to be useful in the creation of the
automatized civil procedure systems (including expert systems, artificial neural
networks, fuzzy logic and evolutionary algorithms). In this chapter examples of AI
applications in law will also be presented [including, amongst others, TAXMAN
(McCarty 1976), HYPO (Ashley and Rissland 1987), CABARET (Skalak and
Rissland 1992), CATO (Aleven and Ashley 1995), BankXX (Rissland et al. 1996),
IBP (Ashley and Bru¨ninghaus 2009) and GREBE (Branting 1991)].
The subsequent part of the study will address directly the main subject of the
thesis: the issue of the admissibility of the use of AI in the process of law application
in Polish civil procedures. It will be based on the analysis of binding provisions of
Polish law, theoretical considerations in the field of law and in part on comparative
and interdisciplinary research. The last chapter of the thesis will be devoted to the
potential postulates of the application of artificial intelligence to Polish civil
procedures (the content of these postulates will be determined by the previously
conducted studies).
2.1.3 Justification for the choice of the doctoral dissertation topic
The topic of Artificial Intelligence and Law has not yet become the subject of broad
scientific discussion among Polish lawyers. The decision to research into the
application of artificial intelligence to civil procedures stems both from this, and
from my own scientific interests (new technologies and their impact on civil law and
civil procedures). The choice of the subject of the doctoral dissertation is also
supported by the fact that civil procedures are the most computerized judicial
procedure in Poland and so that is where the greatest hopes of automatization by
using AI tools can be placed.
The Research Center for Legal and Economic Issues of Electronic Communi-
cation (CBKE) at the University of Wrocław, of which I am doctoral student, is a
leading Polish research center dealing with e-justice and modern technologies. The
staff and Ph.D. students of CBKE are taking an active part in computerization of the
Polish administration of justice, participating in such undertakings as the
introduction of e-protocol to Polish courts (to all instances now), implementation
of electronic writs of payment (e-court) and making it possible to conduct legal
proceedings using online judicial proceedings (among others by filing lawsuits via
the Internet). I hope that my research on automation of civil procedures will
constitute an important step in the CBKE’s research development and may in future
contribute to the improvement of the Polish judicial system.
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2.2 The assumptions of the doctoral thesis
2.2.1 Presentation of the main study problem
The study undertaken in the thesis will constitute an attempt to verify the
admissibility of using computer systems created on the basis of developments in the
field of artificial intelligence as the adjudicating entity in the process of law as
applied in Polish civil procedures. Both the possibility of full automation of civil
procedures (hypothetical for now) giving overall control to the AI system of all
functions performed by the judge, as well as the—much more realistic—opportunity
to use the tools of artificial intelligence to support the judges will be analyzed.
Both these types of practical application of artificial intelligence in Polish civil
proceedings will have to comply with the basic principles of civil procedure in
Poland. The contents of these principles are determined by the overarching function
of civil proceedings—that public authorities ensure the protection of civil relations
and legal rights by judicial settlement of disputes. Basic principles of civil
procedures result from the whole of the Polish legal system: starting from the Civil
Procedure Code Act, through the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of
Poland, to the international agreements and European Union Law (Jodłowski et al.
2014).
The main study problem is the analysis of the admissibility to automate the civil
procedure by finding out, whether the application of artificial intelligence as the
judge or as a support tool for judges will reconcile with the Polish legal order. If it
turned out that the use of AI in the process of law application does not adhere to the
standards (guaranteed not only by Polish internal law, but also international
conventions) of the court proceedings (for instance the right to court access), then a
much more important question than the possibility of using artificial intelligence in
law will be if it is even admissible. If the technological development characterized
by the creation of a well-functioning automatic legal judging system will get ahead
of the analysis of the compatibility of such solutions with law or assessment of the
level of social acceptance for the use of artificial intelligence in justice, the
consequences may be difficult to predict.
2.2.2 Civil procedure principles
Implementation of artificial intelligence into Polish civil procedure cannot take
place without its compliance with the basic rules and principles governing civil
procedures, including those laid down in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland.
Automated civil procedures must operate in compliance with both principles of the
democratic state under the rule of law, and leading ideas characterizing the content
and form of Polish civil procedure. The model of these proceedings is determined
by overarching principles of justice (common to all judicial proceedings) and basic
principles of civil procedure. Overarching principles of justice include the principle
of judicial justice, the right to court access, the principle of due process, the
principle of the independence of courts, the principle of judicial independence and
the principle of transparency. Among the basic principles of civil procedure you
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may find the principle of free assessment of the evidence, the principle of
immediacy and the principle of verbal communication in the proceedings.
It should also be clarified that civil procedure in Poland is the group of activities
performed not only by the court, but also by other authorized bodies and entities (for
instance bailiffs). Complete civil proceedings may include several stages: exam-
ination proceedings (proper proceedings conducted by judge or judges during which
a material or formal decision is made), supplementary proceedings (for example
proceedings on exemption from court costs) or enforcement proceedings (including
the execution of claims). Due to the wide scope of the studied matter and the
numerous issues discussed, the reflections on automation of civil proceedings by
using artificial intelligence methods will be limited in the doctoral thesis to
examination proceedings (from the moment the authorized entity initiates the case
to the final judgement).
As it was already indicated, the doctoral thesis will verify binding Polish
regulations of law, although it should be possible to apply the results of the thesis to
the legal systems of other countries as well. The majority of justice systems in the
world have common standards, which characterize what the judicial process,
including civil proceedings, should look like. This results from multilateral
international agreements, such as International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (see article 14 of the Covenant), European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (see article 6 of the Convention), or
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (see article 47 of the
Charter), but also by putting citizens of many countries under the common
jurisdiction of international judicial bodies (e.g. European Court of the Human
Rights in Strasbourg).
Principles of judicial justice and the right to court access The principles of
judicial justice and the right to court access contained therein ensures that everyone
is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent
and impartial tribunal established by law (see article 6 of the Convention of the
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, article 45 section 1 of the Constitution
of the Republic of Poland). Assurance of each person’s right to claim his rights
during judicial investigation should be interpreted in close relation to the regulations
which define the group of judicial bodies in Poland. For example, article 175 of the
RP’s Constitution:
1. The administration of justice in the Republic of Poland shall be implemented by
the Supreme Court, the common courts, administrative courts and military
courts.
2. Extraordinary courts or summary procedures may be established only during a
time of war.
Due to the topic of the doctoral thesis, it will be necessary to analyze the rules
governing the Polish legal order, determining which persons or bodies are
authorized to judge. This will allow the examination of whether, according to the
binding provisions of law, the judicature may be exercised only by humans, or if—
possibly—no Polish regulation implements such a requirement. The answer to this
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question will make it possible to decide whether current regulations allow full
automation of the civil procedure (hypothetical replacement of the judge with the
artificial intelligence system), or if the use of AI will be limited only to supporting
the judge.
The scope of the research will also include interdisciplinary considerations, since
there is no way to verify the possibility of providing citizens with their
constitutional right of access to the court without proper analysis of the sociological
determinants of the possible ways in which AI will be used in court proceedings
(e.g. whether there will be societal consent to entrust the functions of the judiciary
to artificial intelligence). The existence of the right to court access also has its
psychological justification. The aim of civil procedures is the protection of citizen’s
rights when endangered or violated by other citizens or by a state authority. So the
question arises: whether the automated civil proceedings will correspond to the
psychological needs of the individuals, which require the state to secure his or her
legal interests. The legal proceedings (and the moment of adjudication in particular)
is both a social act and a psychological experience. It should persuade the individual
that the decision made in his case is correct. Irrespective of the outcome of the case,
the individual feels a strong need to know and understand the reasons for his legal
situation (especially in case of loss). For that reason, in order to reveal full picture of
the use of artificial intelligence in civil procedures, it is necessary to look at this
issue from sociological and psychological perspectives also.
It should also be emphasized that basic objection I have encountered in the Polish
legal environment (which is usually conservative in approach) when presenting the
subject of my studies, is the accusation of the alleged attempt to dehumanize
administration of justice. Entrusting the decision of legal problems to computer
programs (instead of humans) appears to some as a distortion of the concept of
justice. With full automation of civil proceedings there is a separation of the
adjudication process from the emotional or moral sphere provided by the judge.
However, it is worthwhile to indicate some statistical data, the analysis of which
may lead to the conclusion that current adjudicating process in Poland is already
frequently deprived of the emotional involvement of the judge. In 6th Civil Division
of the District Court Lublin-West in Lublin (Polish e-court) dealing with cases in the
form of an electronic writ of payment (electronic order for payment proceedings),
there are currently 8 judges making decisions, 50 court referendaries (referendarz
sadowy), and 68 external court referendaries (data from official government
website).3 Each of them makes on average 250 decisions a day (Brenk 2014).
Assuming 8-h working time (the maximum daily working time in Polish legal
system as default principle), by simple arithmetic it is easy to calculate that the
average time of adjudication in each case is less than 2 min. So it seems that we
already have in Poland a certain mechanization of civil procedure, however
imperfect, due to the fact that it is carried out by humans and thus burdened with the
risk of human error and limited by the imperfections of our body: exhaustion and
limited resistance to the monotony of the actions performed.
3 https://www.e-sad.gov.pl/Subpage.aspx?page_id=44; accessed 23.03.2017.
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The above simple analysis of statistical data leads to the question of whether the
time has come to break with certain fictions of what is involved in legal decisions:
not every civil case require all the judicial competences of judges and lawyers. It is
not always connected with making difficult moral judgments, operating within
interpretative possibilities or determining the meaning of undefined expressions. It
seems that simple proceedings can even be rather mechanical, as shown by the
example of electronic order for payment, and are from the technological and
utilitarian point of view, already ready for full automation. However there remain
questions of legal, social and psychological admissibility of their use.
The principle of judicial independence The principle of judicial independence
(article 6 of the Convention of the Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
article 178 section 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland) is connected not
only with the judicial obligation to remain independent and impartial, but also with
the duty of the judge to interpret the law in a proper way. The legal system does not
constitute a typical database. The Polish legal system is an example of the
continental law system. It consists of norms—rules of conduct, which should be
derived from the legal text. This means that the Polish legal system does not consist
of provisions (editorial units of legal text), the potential identification of which will
constitute no difficulty for the computer program using the advancements in the
field of AI, but of legal norms included in the provisions of normative acts, to be
derived by the process of interpretation.
While studying the admissibility of automation of the civil procedures using AI
tools, it is necessary to analyze, whether the relevant system would be able to
establish which legal norm should govern the issue to be decided on, which norm is
currently binding in the legal system, and its meaning (Lang et al. 1986). An
artificial intelligence system would have to be equipped with tools making it
possible to interpret the law according to linguistic, systemic and functional
interpretation, in order to determine the meaning of the norm, to identify its
linguistic context, place it in the legal system and determine the implicit intentions
of the legislator (which often means going beyond strictly legal criteria, moving to
moral, political or economic assessments; Leszczyn´ski 2003).
It is worth noting that just search for the relevant provision of law would
constitute a good task for the tools of artificial intelligence, and automation of this
particular stage of law application would certainly contribute to improving the speed
and quality of the proceedings. Artificial intelligence techniques have currently the
possibility to perform fast and accurate databases searches, much better than
humans can. There already exist numerous legal information retrieval systems,
which are computerized at a very high technological level and are constantly
updated and supplemented in response to legislative activity of the legislature. The
development of the judicature and the growth in available literature is additionally
facilitating this search. The fact is that the work of the lawyer, including judges, is
in a major part based on the skillful search of legal provisions or judicial rulings,
and so the use of AI to support this task has huge potential.
It should also be recognised that the Polish legal system includes both norms
derived from the provisions of law through interpretation and norms derived from
inference rules (a contrario, per analogiam, etc.; Ziembin´ski 1978). Therefore a
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system supporting automated civil proceedings will face the challenge of deriving
the norms from the rules, both logical and quasi logical, based on the assumptions
that the legal system norms have an axiological justification. This will not be an
easy task, but it is worth pointing out that it is not easy for the human decision
maker either. It is not unusual in the practice of judicature that the interpretation
(often risky) does not give indisputable results.
Taking into consideration that the principle of the independence of the judge is
the guarantee of the appropriate functioning of justice administration, the analysis of
potential use of artificial intelligence in civil procedures will require an answer to
the question of whether in automated civil procedures the principle of judicial
independence will be implemented in an appropriate way or if it must or should be
implemented at all (since the adjudicator would not be human). Determination of
this issue will cause yet more doubts: in case that the implementation of the
principle of judicial independence is considered not necessary, would we still face
justice or—perhaps—a different, non-judicial, way of settling civil cases.
Principle of free assessment of the evidence The assessment of the gathered
evidence is the essence of judicial justice. The principle of free assessment of the
evidence provides the judge deciding on a civil case with the authority to assess the
evidence at his own discretion (but of course with respect to the principles of logic,
rationality and life experience). Therefore no methods concerning assessment of the
value and credibility of the evidence are imposed on judges as a default rule,
although such assessment constitutes the substance of a decision on the dispute
(Piasecki 2016).
The analysis of the admissibility of using artificial intelligence in civil
proceedings may not, for obvious reasons, circumvent the issue of determining
the factual state of case. The automated civil procedure system would be in this
regard required to initially verify information provided by the party initiating the
procedure (plaintiff or applicant) and to carry out proper evidence proceedings.
Determination of the factual state—as opposed to determination of the legal basis of
the decision—is not based on legal reasoning, but on cognitive reasoning, requiring
that the entity applying the law to possess at least the already mentioned life
experience (Leszczyn´ski 2003). In addition, proper evidence proceedings and
complete implementation of the principle of free assessment of evidence, requires
not only the ability to use natural language, but also to understand human behavior
(for example during witness hearings). The principle of free assessment of evidence
requires from the entity adjudicating the civil case to assess such elements as: the
behavior of the witnesses and parties to the proceedings during their hearings, their
reactions to counter-evidence and their motives in using the right to refuse
testimony (Zielin´ski 2017). Obviously, at this stage of artificial intelligence
development, it is impossible to equip the computer system with the ability to
perceive such behaviour as a human being does, but nevertheless there may be
artificial intelligence solutions, which may (at least in part) enable the determination
of the factual state of the case by the computer program. Some systems are said to
have the ‘‘ability to learn’’: neural networks (capable of updating themselves during
actions and able to generalize the knowledge) (Russell and Norvig 2014), systems
based on fuzzy logic, in which between state of 0 (false) and state of 1 (true) there
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are intermediate values, which determine the degree of belonging of an element to a
set (Kisielewicz 2011), or advances in the scope of understanding and use of the
natural language by artificial intelligence systems (Russell and Norvig 2014).
2.2.3 Application of artificial intelligence in civil proceedings postulate
The study on the admissibility of automating the civil proceedings by analyzing the
implementation of fundamental principles of civil procedure will allow the
derivation of postulates concerning the possibility of the real use of AI in Polish
justice system. Depending on the results of the considerations of previous sections,
these proposals will include full or partial automation of civil proceedings (perhaps
only less complicated types of proceeding (Cf.: electronic writ of payment,
European order for payment procedure, registry court proceedings or real estate
register proceedings) and application of the AI as the judge’s support system.
Special attention will be given to the already twice mentioned electronic writ of
payment proceedings, implemented into the Polish legal order in 2010. Implemen-
tation of ‘e-court’ was intended to improve pursuance of uncomplicated claims by
giving the possibility to fill and deliver procedural documents in an electronic way.
The aim of implementing the electronic writ of payment proceedings was to
improve settling of civil cases by relieving the traditional courts from investigating
minor disputes (Go´ra-Błaszczykowska 2016). In fact, in 6th Civil Division of the
District Court Lublin-West in Lublin a huge amount of cases is so settled; in order
to illustrate: in the first half of 2017, 1,278,590 cases were brought to e-court, while
the total number of cases submitted to Polish common courts at this time is
calculated as 7,851,746 (Publication of the Ministry of Justice Podstawowa
informacja o działalnosci sado´w powszechnych—I po´łrocze 2017 r. na tle
poprzednich okreso´w statystycznych).4 The analysis of the presented statistical data
concerning average time of resolving the cases in the electronic writ of payment
proceedings brings on considerations of full automation of this proceedings.
However there arise questions as to whether binding legal frameworks of civil
procedure allow such automation. It turns out that the question on admissibility of
substituting a judge adjudicating case with a computer system is not completely
devoid of sense and is not of purely hypothetical character.
It should also be stressed that application of artificial intelligence tools in law
should not only be considered in relation to the improvement of justice. Much more
important is the increase in the quality of judging rather than reducing the costs or
involvement of judges in work. The purpose of creating the automated judging
systems in law should be improvement of justice, and not the growth in the number
of low quality of rulings. It is extremely important with respect to the studies
conducted by J.J. Dijkstra, which indicate that in cases where the supporting
systems based on artificial intelligence were used in order to support judges (in
order to ‘advise’ only), the outputs of such systems were uncritically accepted by
judges, without verification. The ‘power of persuasion’ of these systems was so
significant that in cases of coexistence of two sources of advisement: computerized
4 https://isws.ms.gov.pl/pl/baza-statystyczna/publikacje/download,2779,0.html.
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and human, the users chose advice from computer system, considering it to be more
objective and rational (Dijkstra 2001).
2.3 Conclusion
The result of the studies conducted in the doctoral thesis should be an answer to the
question of whether the application (even partial) of the artificial intelligence as the
adjudicator of the civil procedure—the entity responsible for its proper perfor-
mance, outcome and justification for its decision—is possible. The aim of the thesis
is to examine, whether in such automated proceedings all principles governing the
civil procedure will be fulfilled. The answer to that question will allow assessment
of the possibility of using the AI tools in Polish civil procedure (1) without the
necessity to amend the provision of law, (2) by partial or substantial change of
legislation, or (3) by creating brand new fully automatized non-judicial solution on
settling the civil disputes.
The analysis of the above issues may indicate the direction of evolution of the
Polish civil proceedings for the coming decades. The application of artificial
intelligence in civil procedure has the potential to change, modernize and improve
the functioning of Polish justice (suffering from numerous problems, including
critical approach of Polish society to the quality of judging in Poland), by inter alia
accelerating the judicial proceedings, unifying the judicature, increasing the access
to court and reducing court fees. The research conducted in the doctoral thesis may
provide an impulse to start a large scale scientific discussion on the possibility and
propriety of AI application in the Polish judicial system, but may also be the basis
for formulating proposals addressed to Polish legislator.
3 Re´ka Markovich: deontic logic and formalizing rights. Actions, agents
and relations in the Hohfeldian theory and its formalization
Hohfeld’s analysis of the different types of rights and duties is highly influential in
analytical legal theory. Yet a century later, the formalization of his theory remains,
in various ways, unresolved. I have been developing my own uniform approach to
formally representing Hohfeldian conceptions. This pursuit assumes that the
formalization of legal concepts both helps to clarify our understanding of legal
theories and concepts, and contributes considerations about deontic logic and
computer science to the foundations of AI applications. My starting point is the
critiques of Makinson (1986) and Sergot (2013) and comments on the theory of
normative positions developed by Kanger and Kanger (1966) and Lindahl (1995). I
aim, on the one hand, to provide solutions to what they perceive as shortcomings or
limitations of classical approaches, starting with the same axiomatical background.
On the other hand, I incorporate various considerations from legal theory that I
consider fundamental to formalizing law (as well as understanding, grasping what
being law consists of). The formal system I develop is based on state enforcement in
the case of the Claim-right’s group of rights and duties, and the Power’s duty-
generating potential in case of the Power’s group, maintaining throughout the
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Hohfeldian intention that these rights and duties are sui generis and inherently
relational ones. The formal system attained aims to describe how the system of
rights works, how specific types of rights interact with actions or refrainings
resulting in new rights and duties.5
3.1 General background: the many faces of ‘right’
In 1913 Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld set out to clarify the notion of a right (Hohfeld
1917). His starting point is that the word ‘right’ is overused and bringing to the fore
the possible meanings—the exact legal conceptions—behind it would allow us to
see with clarity what we refer to in the various cases.
The well-known system of correlative pairs of rights and duties he built can be
reconstructed in the following diagrams:
duty
claim-right privilege
no-claim
co
rre
la
tiv
es
co
rre
la
tiv
es
opposites
liability
power immunity
disability
co
rre
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tiv
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co
rre
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es
opposites
First let us examine the group on the left. If I have a parcel of land, I have a
privilege (freedom) to walk through it. This means that other people have no claim
that I do not go through. This parcel being mine means that others have the duty to
stay away: I have the claim-right towards them to do so. As the diagram indicates,
Claim-right and Duty always go together. The same is true for the correlative pair of
Privilege and No-claim. As the latter label shows: No-claim is the opposite of
having a claim-right. We have a privilege to do something exactly when we don’t
have a duty to refrain from it; more exactly, as Hohfeld emphasizes: ‘‘always, when
it is said that a given privilege is the mere negation of a duty, what is meant, of
course, is a duty having a content or tenor precisely the opposite to that of the
privilege in question’’ (Hohfeld 1917).
The group on the right hand side exhibits a very similar structure; there are
various points of difference between the groups though. Hohfeld already laid down
that the rights (powers) in the second group are above the first group’s rights in a
sense: with power-rights (but not with claim-rights) one does (or does not, in the
case of Disability) have the possibility to change legal positions; for instance: if I
have a parcel, I have the power to sell it, but selling it changes my claim-rights,
privileges, and actually my powers connected to it. Therefore the members of the
second group are usually considered higher-order rights. Among others, Fitch
(1967) and Makinson (1986) argued for considerations according to which the
5 Re´ka Markovich is working for a Ph.D. at Department of Logic, Eo¨tvo¨s Lora´nd University, Budapest,
Hungary under the supervision of Zso´fia Zvolenszky.
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difference seems to be more sophisticated. Fitch emphasized that the nature of the
expressed modalities is different: while we can call the members of the claim-right
group ‘deontic modalities’, the power group involves some kind of capacity, so
calling them ‘capacitative’, rather than ‘deontic modalities’ might be more exact.
Makinson adds that there are structural differences, for example, while if we do
something without a permission (which, practically, is the same as Hohfeld’s
Privilege), we have to expect a sanction, by contrast, if we do something without
power, we do not actually do not do it. Such observations are crucial when
formalizing Hofeld’s notions.
From the viewpoint of deontic logic, the virtue of the Hohfeldian system is that it
handles agency—this is the point of correlativity: according to Hohfeld, someone’s
right always involves someone else’s duty, and the other way around. Rights and
duties do not exist on their own: being someone’s right and someone else’s duty
inheres in their essence. This correlativity is crucial: it helps us decide whether a
right/duty exists on the basis of the correlative duty/right’s existence, possibility,
acceptability... So this is a point of great importance on which I build my proposal
providing formal descriptions of the Hohfeldian conceptions.
3.2 Major underlying considerations in formalization
3.2.1 Relationality and defining directed obligations
While relationality has been found fundamental in the reception of Hohfeld, it is one
of the main points Makinson and Sergot considered as shortcomings of the most
notable formalization done by Kanger and Kanger (1966), later Kanger (1985), and
Lindahl (1995). Makinson (1986) stresses that Hohfeld’s theory is resolutely
relational; he moreover deems it necessary to introduce some explicit indexing of
counterparties in the formal representation in order to properly capture the full
relationality of rights relationships—even if this might lead to redundancy in some
certain contexts. Makinson lays down the informal definition-like description of a
rights relation where the bearer and the counterparty are explicitly built on:
x bears an obligation to y that F under the system N of norms iff in the case
that F is not true then y has the power under the code N to initiate legal action
against x for non-fulfillment of F
This tradition of defining the counterparty is called claimant theory as it identifies
the counterparty with the claimant. By this suggestion, though, Makinson—and
other advocates of claimant theory, like Wellman (1990)—provide a kind of
definition of what a directed obligation is (and considering the correlation and the
directedness of the obligation, they practically describe the claim-right of y, too).
The obvious difficulty with this—intuitive-sounding—definition (as Sergot (2013)
also points out) is the right-left direction of the biconditional: y can initiate a legal
action against anyone without having a claim-right originally. It’s just that he won’t
win the case. Involving some kind of expectation of success in the definition would
bring us closer to the solution, a point Sergot raises in Sergot (2013).
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However, an expectation of success doesn’t in itself reveal the nature of Duty or
its correlative, Claim-right. It shows some correlation in a statistical sense providing
a legal realist approach, but does not explain what Duty is. In my formalization, on
the one hand, I use the notion of a directed obligation introduced—following the
Makinsonian considerations—by Herrestad and Krogh (1995), but expand it to all
the active rights and duties, since in the Hohfeldian system, all right positions are
relational; on the other hand, I demonstrate how the expectation (Sergot 2013)
mentions comes about and what it means to consider Claim-right as a right (and
Duty as an obligation)—defining in this way what they mean and how they work.
3.2.2 First group’s formal representation: enforceability by the state
Makinson’s definition above building on counterparties points to another (if not the
most) important feature of legal rights6 from a legal theoretical viewpoint: the
possibility of seeking remedy in court. The possibility of seeking remedy in court is
a well-grounded expectation in western legal culture: the Declaration of the Rights
of Man and Citizen (Approved by the National Assembly of France, August 26,
1789), after listing the rights, declares in the paragraph before the last: ‘‘Any society
in which no provision is made for guaranteeing rights (...) has no Constitution.’’
Considering this issue a bit more generally: among norms, state enforcement is the
differentia specifica of legal ones. It might seem intuitive to regard sanctions as the
hallmark of a legal norm, but this does not hold up to scrutiny: for Catholic people,
going to Hell constitutes a sanction in the case of religious norms; also, being
ostracized can be highly unattractive, which is a reason behind following social
norms. But none of these norms has the State behind them. And while rights and,
especially, duties as notions can be associated with morality and ethics, too, Hohfeld
himself considered these notions as fundamental legal conceptions. Therefore it
seems natural, reasonable, and justified to capture their essence by building on what
specifies make them legal rights and duties,7 just as Makinson did. In my proposal,
however, Claim-right rather than Power plays the crucial role in describing the
possibility of seeking remedy in court.
3.2.3 Clarifying the role of the state
The correlative nature of rights and duties is well embedded in legal thinking:
showing the impossibility or bizarreness of a duty often serves as a political
argument against the acceptability of the correlative (human) rights. And the role of
6 In my dissertation I restrict the interpretation of Hohfeldian notions to the legal one. My reasons for
doing so come from the fact that Hohfeld himself defined fundamental legal conceptions, and actually
discussed judicial reasoning and situations, which latter can serve an argument to the premise I explicate
above on binding legal rights to state enforcement. If anyone feels this premise too strong to swallow,
they should read my theory as one which follows the tradition of claimant theories, describing how rights
and duties work within the legal system from the judicial viewpoint, without accepting that this is the way
of defining what a directed obligation means.
7 This choice might seem at first glance a strict legal positivist’s approach, but actually this restriction is
exactly the step through which we avoid such a commitment: we do not describe rights in general in this
way: we only define legal rights.
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the State is and often used argument in these discussions, meanwhile this issue in
itself is highly disputed. (For examples see Markovich (2015)). In my proposal I aim
to clarify how and when the State is involved in providing, ensuring and enforcing
rights in order to make the role of the State more clearly—and formally—capable of
being referred to.
3.2.4 Formal representation of power: duty-generating potential backed
by constitutive rules
Beside handling counterparties, Sergot declares formalizing Power as the other
limitation of the theory of normative positions. As mentioned above, the higher-
order property of the second group of rights comes from the fact that ‘‘this group is
concerned with changes of legal/normative relations’’ (Sergot 2013). Fitch’s and
Makinson’s findings tell more, though: the formal representation has to give an
account of the special capacity involved into a power and the incapacity to actually
perform the given act in the power’s absence. But as Sergot (2013)—referring to
Makinson (1986)—points out in his article on normative positions, ‘‘it has long been
understood that ‘power’ in the sense of (legal) capacity or ‘competence’ cannot be
reduced to permission, and must also be distinguished from the ‘can’ of practical
possibility.’’ Connected to that, Sergot also mentions his paper coauthored with
Jones and Sergot (1996) in which they ‘‘argue that ‘power’ in this Hohfeldian sense
is to be understood as a special case of a more general phenomenon, whereby in the
context of a given normative system or institution, designated kinds of acts,
performed by designated agents in specific circumstances, count as acts that create
specific kinds of institutional relations and states of affairs. This switches attention
from the formalisation of permission to the formalisation of the counts as relation
more generally.’’ In agreement with this, in my approach I call this capacitative
feature of Power ‘potential’ and I try to pursue this idea of ‘counts as’ by capturing
this feature borne by power and acts together. It might be considered obvious—as
Sartor also discusses them together in his thoughtfully constructed formalization of
rights in Sartor (2006), as do others listed in Grossi and Jones (2013)—that the
nature of rules we have to build the notion ‘count as’ on is the notion of constitutive
rules, since these rules constitute an activity the existence of which is logically
dependent on the rules (Searle 1995). But if we look 40 years earlier, in Rawls
(1955) we find the exact characterization Makinson points at in the case of Power:
contrary to summary rules, practice rules are what define an action: if the rules are
not followed, we are not engaged in the defined activity.
3.3 Formalization: legal consequences, logical consequences
In order to describe formally what having different rights and duties—together with
given actions—means, I have been developing a formal system8 aimed at
representing formally what Hohfeld meant by differentiating them, and showing
what conditional consequences they have within this system. These consequences
8 Earlier versions of it can be found in Markovich (2015, 2016).
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therefore are at the same time both legal and logical. Since my starting point was the
critique of the theory of normative positions, and my aim is to provide a
comprehensive theory about the Hohfeldian conceptions, I started from the same
axiomatic background, namely SDL (Standard Deontic Logic) and ET (Equiva-
lence ? T, which comes from Chellas (1980), and includes a simple ‘sees to it that’
operator containing only the rule of the interchangeability of equivalents and the T-
axiom in order to have successful actions). I use iteration of this ‘‘simplified’’ STIT
operator to capture the real act bound by the deontic—and capacitative—operators
(denoting the rights and duties). Of course, I needed to introduce these into the
language (usually using the initial letters of rights as operator notations, that is, CR
is for Claim-right, O is for Duty, PR is for Privilege, NC is for No-claim, P is for
Power, L is for Liability, I is for Immunity, and D is for Disability) in such a way
that they express their being assigned to agents in order to be able to describe
counterparties. Using the notion of directedness—introduced by Herrestad and
Krogh (1995) and others—is necessary, but not just in the case of obligation, it is
also needed for the other active right positions. We use agent variables x, y, an agent
constant j standing for judiciary, and propositional letter F standing for a given state
of affairs.
The basis of our semantics is a finite set A of agents. For a set W of possible
worlds and the set A of agents write
F ¼ W ; fa; ROa;b
D E
a;b2A
where fa : }ðWÞ ! }ðWÞ is a function and ROa;b  W2 is a binary relation.
Models are structures
M ¼ W ; fa; ROa;b; v
D E
a;b2A
where v is a valuation function for atomic propositions: v : U! }ðWÞ
Our modal language is given by
p 2 U j u ^ w j :u j ? j Eau j Oa!bu
for a; b 2 A, where U is the set of propositional letters.
For F ¼ W ; fa; ROa;b
D E
a;b2A
and evaluation k  k : L ! }ðWÞ we let
– w  p , w 2 kpk for propositional letters p 2 U.
– w  u ^ w, w  u AND w  w.
– w  :u, w 6 u.
– w  Oa!bu, 8w0ðwROa;bw0 ) w0  uÞ
– w  Eau, w 2 faðkukÞ
The first things to set forth in our formal language are the relations between the
rights and duties to emphasize their relationality. The basic equivalences describing
our correlative pairs are the followings:
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Claim-right and Duty:
CRxEyF , Oy!xEyF ð1Þ
Privilege and No-claim9:
PRxyExF , :NCy:ExF ð2Þ
Power and Liability
Px!yExF , LyExF ð3Þ
Immunity and Disability:
IxEyF , Dy!xExF ð4Þ
The fact that directedness is present in the case of each right and duty in the
Hohfeldian system does not mean that undirected rights and duties do not belong to
it, or could not be expressed. For instance, if we can derive the formula PRxyExF to
all (finitely many) agents, then we can derive that PRxExF, that is, x (really) has the
privilege to see to it that F. Passive rights and duties (Claim-right, No-claim, Lia-
bility, Disability) work in the same way from the generalization point of view (but
formally look a bit different if we require agent-indexed action operators being in
the argument of the deontic one). There are cases where this general way is the
standard to describe a given right: for instance in rights handled by criminal law
(like the right to physical integrity, or even the right to life) where the structure is
that everyone has a claim-right against everyone (else)10 not to commit the given
felony. This can be formally represented in the following way:
^
x2A
CRx
^
y2A
Ey:EyF ð5Þ
The situation is similar to the type of rights Bentham calls ‘vested liberty’, or von
Wright in Von Wright (1963) calls simply ‘right’: the ones by which we don’t just
have privilege to do something, but there is also a prohibition to everyone else on
interference. These can be described in the following way:
CRxEy:Eyð:ExFÞ ð6Þ
for every other agent y (of whom we have an arbitrary large but finite set).
As explicated above, in order to say something comprehensive about the nature
of each right, in the case of the first group of rights and duties, we build on
enforceability, as Makinson does, but instead of Power, we use Claim-right as a
crucial notion. What does it mean to have a claim-right, what kind of success-
expectation can we have when initiating a litigation? X having a duty towards y to
see to it that F means that if x does not see to it that F, y has a claim-right towards
9 In case of privilege’s relationality the arrow does not seem expressive enough, the symbol  has been
chosen according to its form showing somehow who the agent is whose claim-right we are free from.
10 Constraints on agent variables can be added.
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the judiciary that it see to it that y sees to it that F: that is, the original counterparty
will have a claim-right to state enforcement. Formally:
Ox!yExF $ :ExF ! CRyEjExF ð7Þ
Why without Power? If we define (counterparties of) Claim-right and Duty with
Power, we lose a crucial difference between the ability of having rights and the ability
to change them. This difference is very well represented in civil law countries’s legal
terminology as having distinct, well defined terms for them: for instance ‘jogke´-
pesse´g’ and ‘cselekv}oke´pesse´g’ in Hungarian, ‘Rechtsfa¨higkeit’ and ‘Hand-
lungsfa¨higkeit’ in German, or ‘zdolnos´c´ prawna’ and ‘zdolnos´c´ do czynnos´ci
prawnych’ in Polish (all respectively); meanwhile the English legal terminology is
not precise and transparent on this issue, maybe ‘legal capacity’ is the closest
expression to describe the ability of having right, and ‘legal competence’ or ‘capacity
to act’ to describe the ability to change them. Every person has the first, but not
everyone has the second: children and people lacking mental soundness partly or
completely lack the capacity to act. Initiating a legal action—for which power is
needed, indeed—is about asking the judiciary to decide the given case (justly). What
(7) is intended to show is the deep structure about consequences of having a claim-
right (or a duty on the other side), this is how it is in law,11 it is legal metaphysics.12
Considering the shown deep structure of a pair of Claim-right and Duty as legal
metaphysics makes a necessary formal step natural: the step of involving a legal
necessity operator (with which unwanted consequences of a material conditional that
Makinson already mentioned in relation to his informal definition can be eliminated):
Ox!yExF $ hð:ExF ! CRyEjExFÞ ð8Þ
The fact that a new claim-right arises—this time against the judicature—explains
why people have some expectations of success, which Sergot suggested adding
somehow to the Makinsonian definition, when they initiate in a legal action having
originally a claim-right. But to describe how it comes to the picture, we don’t need
to include the power to initiate the legal action.
Saying of (8) that it is the deep structure of rights also means we can (actually,
we need to) refine it according to the given legal system handling a given right, in
order to describe more precisely what happens in law: the phenomenon to involve in
private law is compensation; and in criminal law, it is sanction (or punishment). In
addition, we need to express in the case of criminal law that all of as have the right
that no felony be committed. With these refinements we get the following
formalizations of rights in private law and criminal law, respectively:
CRyExF $ hð:ExF ! CRyEjðExðF _ CÞÞÞ ð9Þ
11 Or this is how it should be in law—as Hohfeld had some difficulty in identifying his theory as
descriptive or normative—at least his readers surely do. We accordingly can phrase the proposal in two
ways.
12 I thank John F. Horty for suggesting this expression to describe what this formula is intended to show.
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^
x2A
CRx:
_
y2A
EyF $ hðEyF !
^
x2A
CRxEjSyðFÞÞ ð10Þ
Hohfeld defined Privilege and No-claim as the lack of the given duty and claim-
right, respectively:
PRxyExF , :Ox!y:ExF ð11Þ
NCxEyF , :CRxEyF ð12Þ
and as so we do not assign separate descriptions to them.
What about Power and the rights and duties connected to it? How to express them
formally? The formalization has to point out the difference between the two
Hohfeldian groups. Hohfeld provides a lot of examples of Power, but the most
concrete remark we can use for the formalization is about the correlative concept of
Liability: Hohfeld says that ‘‘it is a liability to have a duty created’’. From the
examples we know that it is not only a duty (and a claim-right with it) that can arise
from someone using her power, but privilege, and power or immunity too. We can
formalize therefore Power (using its equivalence with liability in mind) in the
following way (where F0; F00. . . are state of affairs—which are not independent from
F, explanation comes later; and v0; v00. . . are agent variables):
Px!yExFc $ hðExFc ! ðOy!vEyF0 _ :Oy!v0EyF00 _ Py!v00EyF000 _ :Py!v000EyF0000ÞÞ
ð13Þ
There are some crucial points in this formalization worth noting. We can have
power only on special actions: that’s what is indicated with the index c; later I
explain its meaning, just like what the connection is between Fc and F0-s (but what
we need to see already now that the F0, ..., F0000 are different state of affairs, as
otherwise the consequent part of the conditional would be a tautology). A power is
also a power when it is not used: the conditional is to express the potential that is
there. The legal necessity operator plays the same rule as in the case of duty. There
are also some important remarks about the agents in (13): unlike in case of rights
and duties in the first Hohfeldian group, in case of Power and related rights x and y
can be the same since we can have power to change our own legal positions; and it
also can be the case that x and v (or v0...) are the same.
Let’s see what Fc and F0-s are. The c in the index is supposed to indicate that we
can have power to see to it states of affairs which are constituted by the law: by
constitutive rules. These rule looks like the following formula; that is, an action like
this is built up in the following way:
Fc : UðOy!vEyF0 _ :Oy0!v0Ey0F00 _ Py00!v00Ey00F000 _ :Py000!v000Ey000F0000Þ
That is, Fc are states where a special utterance has been made (U). These utterances
are about changing someone’s rights. These utterances are usually institutionalized:
in case of a purchase, for instance, we do not say things like ‘‘from now on, I have
the privilege to use this bar of chocolate, you have the claim-right that I pay its price
to you, and after that I will have the power to sell it...’’, we only say ‘‘I buy it’’—
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since we all know what a sale means, it is written in the civil code (and they in this
case realize the a manageable and effective ‘‘technique of presentation’’ Ross
assigned to constitutive rules in Ross et al. (1957)). Or, if we did not have the benefit
of a proper discipline, we do not even say a word in the shop, just take the chocolate
and put the money on the counter. That is, an utterance is understood in a broad
sense including implicit conduct, too. Sale, wedding (contract of a wedding), tes-
tamentary disposition, eviction, transferring one’s interest are all Fc-s, more exactly,
ExF
c-s, that is making legal statements. We know which F0-s are involved in the
change by making a given legal statement from the legal rules behind: they can be
written in the legislative rules, or in contracts—these background constitutive rules
serve as functions when assigning F0-s to Fc-s. Obviously, this approach invokes the
theory of speech acts, but, again, we consider these utterances in a broad(er) sense
(than they usually are in speech act theories).
With Immunity and Disability, the case is the same as it was with privilege and
no-claim: these legal positions are just the lack of the given liability and power,
respectively, that is:
IxEyF
c , :LxEyFc ð14Þ
Dx!yExFc , :Px!yExFc ð15Þ
3.4 The role of the state
In these formulas there is no agent called ’State’. What is the role of the State then?
Judiciary’s role is obvious, it is included in the formulas—but judiciary is only one
power (now in a Montesquieunian sense) of the State. It is not the only one
involved, though: the legislature has the task (and responsibility in case of
undertakings in international contracts) of ensuring rights. When a constitution says
that the State guarantees a right, what does that mean? It means that the State
guarantees the validity of biconditional(s) (8) (and (13)). How can a State guarantee
the validity of a biconditional? By creating a legal system13 that obeys (can be
described by) a logic in which these biconditionals are valid.
Could it be otherwise? Well, the usual comment here—concerning the general
relation between logic and law—is that legal validity is actually insensitive to
logical validity.14 A legal system can be legally valid without maintaining
consistency among rights and duties. But to say a legal system really contains a
right means that the legal system obeys a logic having these biconditionals valid.
And this is what is expressed in paragraph cited from the Declaration of the Rights
of Man and Citizen.
13 It’s better to say ‘legal system’ instead of ‘system of norms’ since by and in the formulas we
considered the legislature and judiciary too.
14 Here we consider legal validity as the existence of a legal norm: it has been created in the prescribed
way (procedure), by the agency who has the power to create it. If the prescribed procedure doesn’t say
anything specific about logical requirements then legal norms can exist (which means that they are
valid—as von Wright assumes too from the very beginning) without being consistent.
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3.5 Conclusions
What we get in this way is a formal representation of the Hohfeldian system where
we provide a uniform formalization of rights and duties, maintaining in the
Hohfeldian intentions (according to which they are sui generis, that is, not reducing
them to something else), assigning to the formal traditions of classical approaches,
still, saying something more comprehensive about how a system of rights and duties
work (together with actions). What we build on is the relationality of the Hohfeldian
right conceptions, the state enforcement, and the right-changing potential of Power.
4 Ru¯ta Liepin¸a: modelling causation in evidence-based legal reasoning
This research project aims to develop a framework for modelling and reasoning
about causal and evidential links in cases. This paper presents motivations and
background of the study in legal causation. It sets out the research agenda and
presents preliminary results of modelling causal and evidential arguments using a
semi-formal framework that employs defeasible logic and introduces basic notions
of causal relations.
Causation plays an important role in legal reasoning and decision making. This
study is inspired by both theoretical and practical considerations. Causation remains
a complex and controversial topic in science and law with many theories focusing
on different aspects of causality. Our focus is on the practical implications of
understanding and analysing causality, and so the selection of the approaches is
limited to those that have some potential impact in the law. Two central points of
interest in our research are: (1) how to use formal theories of causation to improve
clarity of the requirements for successfully establishing causal links in cases; and (2)
how to support legal reasoners in deciding between alternative causal explanations.
Moreover, we are also interested in the aspects of causal language that enables
identification of causal links in the cases.
This work aims to help to bridge the gap between practical and theoretical
approaches to causation by providing a better understanding of causation in law and
creating an integrated framework for analysing legal reasoning. It
– provides comprehensive analysis that aims to improve the understanding of
legal causation in legal cases;
– provides new insights in causal reasoning in law through an evidential reasoning
framework;
– considers already established formal approaches to find new practical applica-
tions in law.
The proposed approach to analysing law provides original outcomes due to the
focus on a core aspect of legal reasoning that has not yet been formally developed in
law.
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This section will present the research questions, background of the relevant
fields, problem identification, and preliminary results of my doctoral project
focusing on causal issues in the law.15
4.1 Research questions
There are three key processes of causation in law that we are interested in:
identification, modelling, and reasoning. In addition, we are interested in the role of
evidence in legal reasoning and how it interacts with causal links in cases. To
investigate these areas, we have set the following research questions:
Q1 How to design a method of consistently moving from causal links in legal texts
to abstract reasoning models?
(a) How to identify causal and accompanying hedging expressions in legal
texts using linguistic tools?
(b) How to abstract from the causal language to semi-formal models in a
systematic manner? Can such process be automated?
Q2 How to model causal relations in cases?
(a) How to adapt existing general causation theories to capture causal
relations in legal cases?
(b) In what ways are these models supporting legal reasoners in causal
analysis?
Q3 How to reason with causal models in law?
(a) How can formal and semi-formal theories support the choice between
alternative causal models in law?
(b) What is the role of evidence in legal reasoning and how can we integrate
reasoning from evidence in the causal models?
(c) How to bridge the gap between formal theories of causation and
evidence, and the needs of legal practitioners?
4.2 State of art
Due to the formal and practical background of this project, it requires an
interdisciplinary approach. The state of art of causation has its roots in various fields
including formal logic and computational theories (Halpern and Hitchcock 2014;
Bochman and Lifschitz 2015, language studies (Solan and Darley 2001; Pinker
15 Ru¯ta Liepin¸a is a Ph.D. Candidate in Law at the European University Institute, Florence and is
supervised by Giovanni Sartor, European University Institute and Adam Wyner, University of Aberdeen.
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2007), philosophy (Pearl 2009; Halpern 2008; Halpern and Hitchcock 2010) and
law (Hart and Honore´ 1985; Honore´ 2010; Wright 2011). Evidential reasoning
relates to several fields, e.g. logic and law, evidence (Wigmore 1937; Anderson
et al. 2005), and argumentation in artificial intelligence (Lehmann et al. 2004; Dung
1995; Walton 2005; Mueller 2014). This section will focus on the fundamentals of
these fields of research in relation to the study of causal and evidential reasoning in
law.
4.2.1 Formal theories of causation
Causation is an important and challenging research topic in most branches of
science. The focus of this work is on the formal theories of causation that have
potential application in law. In particular, after surveying the relevant literature, we
have chosen to focus on two dominant theories of causation—NESS by Hart and
Honore´ (1985), later developed by Wright (2011) and ‘actual causation’ by Halpern
and Hitchcock (2010). These theories help our analysis on two levels. Firstly, they
provide alternative ways of identifying and modelling causal links. And, secondly,
these theories propose criteria for comparing alternative causal explanations.
Importantly, authors have identified these theories as applicable in legal scenarios
(Wright 2011; Halpern and Hitchcock 2014).
NESS presents a more restricted version of the existing counterfactual
approaches in the law (e.g., sine qua non: but for the action, the result would not
have happened) based on the conditionality of necessary and sufficient condi-
tions (Hart and Honore´ 1985; Wright 2011; Lehmann et al. 2004). NESS describes
a causally relevant condition as a necessary element of a set of conditions jointly
sufficient for the harmful outcome (Honore´ 2010). The idea can be attributed to
J.S.Mill, and has been further developed by Hart and Honore´, and advanced for
more complex causal issues by Wright (2011). NESS approach appeals to the idea
of generalisations about causal relations (Honore´ 2010) where causal models would
be based on instantiations of such generalisations to compare alternative causal
models. Law presents further complications with establishing the connection
between the cause and effect as well as attributing legal responsibility that are due to
the complex nature of shared responsibility and proving causal links over time.
The second approach of interest is the actual causation theory by Halpern and
Hitchcock (2010). What distinguishes this approach from others is the method of
modelling causal relations. Halpern and Pearl try to avoid the ambiguity in
determining the cause and effect by using a formal approach of structural equations.
Actual causation can model more complex causal relations and is a good competitor
with the NESS test. Furthermore, Halpern and Hitchock have developed an
extension of the theory that allows for alternative causal explanations to be
compared (Halpern and Hitchcock 2010), based on the notions of normality,
defaults and typicality. The idea behind this extension is to compare the alternative
causal explanations based on the closeness to what has been defined as the normal
state of the relevant events. For instance, when multiple agents could have
prevented a harmful event, causal responsibility could be attributed to the omission
of the agent who had the obligation to prevent it. The authors claim that it can be
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based on various criteria, including statistical data, moral norms, and prescribed
norms. The latter are especially relevant to considerations in law.
Both of these theories provide additional tools for analysing causation in law. An
alternative theory to causation that provides some relevant insights is the approach
from the field of the logic of action, in particular, the STIT theory of causation
(‘sees to it that’) (Segerberg et al. 2016), however, it will not be considered in this
work.
4.2.2 Language of causation
Law as a highly textual field is often analysed through linguistic methods. The
aspects of causal analysis are no exception. One of the dominant approaches in the
field of law and causation has been proposed by Solan and Darley (2001) and
Tiersma and Solan (2012) in his study on the links between language and liability
attribution. Other linguistic properties of causal expressions have been explained by
Pinker (2007). Similar ideas of common sense reasoning in causation are in accord
with the works of Hart and Honore´ (1985).
In order to identify causal links in cases, we wish to consider the current
developments of the law and language research in causality (Mueller 2014). We are
especially interested in the ideas and tools on automated processes of identification
and abstraction from legal texts to semi-formal models. For that purpose, we intend
to test Verbnet (Elson and McKeown 2009) verb properties, which can be later used
to tag language in text using GATE (Cunningham et al. 2002) allowing for some of
the abstraction to be computed.
4.2.3 Evidential approaches and causation
With the increasing complexity of evidence presented at courts, evidential reasoning
approaches provide useful insights into legal reasoning from various perspectives
(Verheij et al. 2015). The three most prominent approaches in this field of research
are the argumentative (Verheij 2003; Walton 2005; Wigmore 1937; Prakken 1993),
scenario based (Pennington and Hastie 1993; Bex and Bench-Capon 2017; Bex
et al. 2010), and probabilistic (Fenton et al. 2016; Fenton and Neil 2011; Chockler
2015). Each of them provides its own advantages of understanding the mind and
actions of legal reasoners. For instance, the scenario based approach appeals to
cases with a clear narrative of events and emphasises the use of scenarios in human
reasoning. It provides an overview of the case with a coherent story of events,
exposing missing links and human biases. All the approaches aim not only to
provide a better understanding of evidence based legal reasoning, but also draw
inspiration from the limitations of human reasoners and propose ways reasoning
could be improved. Furthermore, there have been attempts of various combinations
among these approaches to provide a more comprehensive account of one’s
reasoning in specific domains (Bex 2015; Vlek et al. 2014; Timmer et al. 2014).
Causal analyses in these studies are at their early stages but have the potential of
augmenting the various theories of evidential reasoning. We intend to draw
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inspiration from these approaches to integrate a level of evidential reasoning in the
analytical framework dealing with causal links in cases.
4.3 Problem identification
This study focuses on two levels of complexity that are relevant to legal reasoning
and decision making: the parties have to develop arguments to establish cause-in-
fact, and the legal decision-makers have to balance such arguments to attribute legal
responsibility. This study has been inspired by the issues identified by the US
Vaccine Injury Court. In particular, in the Althen’s decision,16 the Special Master
identified that the criterion for establishing a satisfactory causal connection is ‘an
unresolved legal issue’; and moreover, the Special Master emphasised that ‘without
articulate standards providing guidance [on causation], the experts bring their own
beliefs and biases into the courtroom’.
On a more theoretical level, legal reasoning encompasses various aspects of
causation. Besides causation-in-fact, law also considers evidence, norms, prece-
dents, expert witness testimonies, and other variables relevant to causal analysis.
Existing formal theories of causation are not directly applicable to law due to the
highly technical features of the theories and simplified understanding of legal
causation. There have been attempts to combine various formal approaches to
analyse legal cases (Bex 2015; Halpern and Hitchcock 2010), but there still remains
a gap between formal theories of causation and the practical needs of causal analysis
in law. In particular, it can be observed that there are significant discrepancies
between the legal and formal approaches because of the limited guidelines given for
the legal causal analysis and the complicated, technical subject matter. However, so
far solutions have not yet been proposed in terms of causation. Due to the significant
impact of causal analysis in legal liability attribution, it is important to develop and
apply current approaches with an aim of increasing clarity and reducing uncertainty
in legal reasoning.
4.4 Methodology
While there are many interdisciplinary approaches to legal analysis, there is no
dominant methodology underlying the investigations of causal reasoning in law. As
identified above, one of the aims of this study is to bridge formal theories of
causation with the practical needs of legal reasoners, and so our methodology
reflects this strategy. We, first, limited the scope by choosing the causal aspects
relevant to law: identification of causal links, modelling causal relations, the use of
evidence to reason with causal links, ways of comparing alternative models, and
meta-level reasoning about causation in decision making and legal responsibility
attribution. And, second, we surveyed the formal theories and assessed their
suitability for analysing these aspects. Third, we are working on adapting these
theories for the use in cases through our analytical framework, based on defeasible
logic and basic causal notions.
16 Althen v Secretary of HHS, 418 F.3d 1274, (3 June 2003, Office of Special Masters, Golkiewicz).
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In particular, we employ the ideas of Solan and Darley (2001), Talmy (1988) and
Pinker (2007) for designing a method for identifying causal and hedging expressions
in legal texts. We also plan to investigate some of the already available tools
supporting causal language (VerbNet, GATE) (Girju 2003). For causal link
modelling, we focus on two theories of general causation—NESS by Wright
(1985) and ‘actual causation’ by Halpern and Hitchcock (2010). These theories are
helpful on two levels. Firstly, they provide ideas on how to model causal links, and,
second, they set out some criteria for comparing alternative causal explanations.
Both of these considerations tie in with the overall aim of this research—improving
understanding of causation and supporting legal reasoners in causal analysis. In
order to incorporate ideas from legal practice, case scenarios from existing case law
of vaccine injury court were used to evaluate and illustrate causal models in law.
This exercise required a development of a method for abstracting causally relevant
links in real cases and then a way of modelling them in terms of strict and defeasible
rules (Prakken 2008). We build the framework based on an intuitive understanding
of causal links as presented by the parties in the case.
4.5 Preliminary ideas and contributions to the field
4.5.1 Preliminary results
At this stage, we have completed the groundwork of the study by selecting the
relevant formal theories of causation and adapted them for the purposes of
modelling and reasoning about causation in law. For the evidential reasoning level,
we have surveyed the story-based, argumentation and probabilistic theories to
determine their approach to causation and possible paths for integrating them in our
framework.
Semi-formal framework Our semi-formal framework for causal analysis is a
propositional language for various basic facts/events and for various causal relations
between them, which can be used to express different degrees of belief in the
strength of the causation. The causal relations are based on the causal language of
the reasoners, and at this point, we give no formal definition for them. It is important
to emphasise that what is being modelled are the concepts sufficient to causal
reasoning in legal cases and not causal reasoning per se. The model based on this
language provides the reasoning rules that are used to reason with the propositions.
The framework also accommodates abductive reasoning of the evidential reasoning
based on the causal relations. The important point is that the analysis is able to
accommodate the causal relations that are presented as the core disagreements
between the parties and shed some light on the structure of the arguments provided
by the expert witnesses. Other matters are out of scope at this moment, in particular,
the dynamics of dialogue or belief change. Rather, it is a static model that lays out
all the information available. To test the framework we applied it to the vaccine
injury case and focused on the medical expert witness testimonies as the source of
causal disagreement. Our models make explicit some of the otherwise implicit
assumptions that are highlighted in the course of the presentation of the expert
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testimony and by way of attack. The preliminary results of using the semi-formal
framework show that it provides an intuitive way of modelling causal links in law.
Linguistic analysis For linguistic analysis of causal relations, we employed a
bottom-up approach and started by analysing the language of the Althen case. The
preliminary analysis has been done by manually identifying and annotating causal
expressions in Althen case. We focused on identifying general and legal causal
expressions, and finding the accompanying probabilistic expressions to show
different strengths of belief by the reasoners. We then chose opposing arguments for
the causal links in the case and abstracted from the original text to model these
relations in our semi-formal framework.
4.5.2 Research agenda
Based on these results, we have planned the next stages of analysis to progress
towards a framework that supports legal reasoners in modelling and reasoning about
causation. These are subject to change.
(a) Building a method for expressing identification and abstraction It is common
for formalists to abstract from legal sources to formal models. However, there is no
agreed methodology on how it can and should be done. It raises issues of
justification of the concrete models and problems with reproducing the experiments
and case studies. Our investigation is focused on causal expressions in legal texts.
Next steps in our analysis involves testing existing annotation tools (VerbNet,
GATE) to see whether they are able to pick out the causal expressions that we have
manually identified in our case study. The research goal is to advance the current
state of art in abstracting from legal texts for the purposes of formal modelling.
(b) Further development and integration of the semi-formal causal framework
The current framework is able to model and analyse simple causal issues presented
through complex arguments. Further developments of the framework involve
accommodating more complex causal issues, such over-determination of causes,
pre-emption and omission, while fine-tuning the structure of the framework. We are
also yet to define the inferences that can be drawn from the evidence linked to
causal relations. These will be tested with a set of vaccine injury cases to see
whether additional insights can be produced. To put our framework in the context
with other approaches to causation, we compare the causal models produced with
NESS and actual causation reasoning models.
(c) Defining preference relations between alternative causal models After the
framework is developed to a stage where causal links can be successfully modelled,
there is a need to define the criteria for weighting alternative causal explanations.
Such a process is common in legal decision making. Our aim is to show how some
of the balancing can be done through formal approaches. We will propose a set of
criteria for choosing between the models, and compare those with the following
three approaches to balancing arguments: generalisation model (Wright 1985);
normality, typicality and default model (Halpern 2008); and probabilistic model
(Chockler 2015). Comparison among these models should show the advantages and
disadvantages of employing adapted formal theories in law.
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(d) Bridging the gap As the last stage of investigation in causation in law, we
want to bring the discussion back to legal matters, and compare the formal
reasoning models with the practical reasoning of judges and how formalism can aid
in decision making. Tort law has been chosen as the area of interest due to the in-
depth discussions about causal issues both in theory and practice (Wright 1985). It
is important to distinguish the processes of legal reasoning that can have formal
representation, and those that will depend on legal concepts (such as fairness, public
interest, and others), and position our work in the relevant areas where support can
be provided.
4.5.3 Contributions to the field
The main contribution of this work is in the fields of causation and legal reasoning.
Our approach aims to improve the current understanding of causal links in cases by
modelling and providing criteria for reasoning with these models. The contribution
has both theoretical and practical value. This study provides new insights on how to
use existing formal theories of causation in law with considerations to the
complexity of legal cases. On a practical level, our analysis provides ways of
clarifying the current guidelines of causal reasoning in the selected areas of law.
Moreover, we consider the role of evidence in legal decision making associated with
causal links and burden of proof in the vaccine injury cases. We aim to integrate a
level of evidential considerations in our framework.
Our work also contributes to the field of artificial intelligence and law by
proposing a method on identifying causal language and abstracting from legal texts
to build formal models. Our proposal is based on using already developed theories
and tools, and amending them for the needs of legal analysis.
Lastly, the overarching goal of this research is to bring formal and legal theories
closer for the joint aim of improving the analysis of causal links in cases. As an
interdisciplinary research, this work aims to provide new insights in law from
‘external’ viewpoint and show practical applications of the formalisms. A set of US
vaccine injury case studies is used to validate the value of these approaches.17
5 Mirna El Ghosh: automation of legal reasoning and decision based
on ontologies
5.1 Research question
Our research18 analyses the problem of building a well-founded legal domain
ontology for (rule-based) legal reasoning and decision support systems. Legal
17 Ru¯ta Liepin¸a would like to thank her supervisors, Prof. Giovanni Sartor and Dr. Adam Wyner, for the
ongoing support and encouragement in the endeavour of understanding and untangling casual and
evidential issues in law. This work presents the current state of her Ph.D. project at the European
University Institute.
18 Mirna El Ghosh is a Ph.D. student at LITIS, INSA du Rouen, under the supervision of Habib
Abdulrab, INSA du Rouen, Hala Naja and Mohamad Khalil, Lebanese University.
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decision support systems, known as legal knowledge based systems (LKBS), are
capable of legal reasoning, since they are based on a model that describe the norms
operating in the legal system. There are three main models for legal reasoning: rule-
based (Sergot et al. 1986), case-based (Ashley 1991) and hybrid (Skalak and
Rissland 1992). For the current research, the scope is limited to rule-based legal
reasoning. Generally, rule-based reasoning models are composed of two main parts:
rule-based domain knowledge and a reasoning engine (Buchanan and Shortliffe
1984). We aim to develop a simple, but expressive, domain knowledge base in order
to produce useful reasoning. It is desirable to use legal domain ontologies for
developing such domain knowledge (Van Kralingen et al. 1999). They are used
mainly for modeling the legal norms of the given legal domain.
Generally, building ontologies from scratch is not an easy task. It is considered as
a resource-intensive, time consuming and costly task. This is due to the difficulty
and complexity of capturing knowledge from legal sources which are mainly
unstructured textual documents such as legislations and codes which often require
interpretation by an expert. In this regard, in order to reduce the complexity of
building legal domain ontologies, a modular middle-out approach is proposed. This
approach tends to simplify the ontology building process based on reusing existent
foundational and legal-core ontologies in a top-down strategy and on an ontology
learning process in a bottom-up strategy. Both strategies will be integrated to obtain
the resulting global ontology. In order to complete the domain knowledge of the
rule-based legal reasoning model, a set of logic rules will be constructed based on
the obtained legal domain ontology. In this context, an integration process will take
place to combine the ontology and the rules. The domain application of this research
is the Lebanese criminal system and the Lebanese criminal code is considered as the
main textual resource since it contains the legal norms of the Lebanese criminal
domain.
5.2 Challenges
In this research, there are two main challenges concerning the building of the
criminal decision support system mainly for the reasoning model components:
building a well-founded legal domain ontology for modeling the legal norms of the
criminal domain and formalizing the logic rules of the legal reasoning model of the
decision support system based on the resulting ontology.
It is commonly known that ontologies aim to capture consensual knowledge of a
given domain in a generic and formal way, to be reused and shared across
applications and by groups of people (Corcho et al. 2007). Meanwhile, it can be
seen from the literature that the number of ontologies has increased and they are
becoming larger and more complex to manage and reuse (d’Aquin et al. 2007). For
the purposes of our research, the challenge that we face is to build well-founded
ontology for modeling the norms of the criminal domain using modularization
techniques as an ontology engineering principle. Ontology modularization and the
problem of formally characterizing a modular representation for ontologies are great
challenges in the ontological engineering domain.
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Furthermore, based on the legal domain ontology, there is a need to formalize the
legal norms of the criminal domain. In this context, the challenges to be faced are
how to integrate the obtained ontology with logic rules. The integration of
ontologies and rules remains a challenging task in the knowledge engineering
domain for building rule-based reasoning models.
5.3 State of the art
Our research is composed of two main parts: building the criminal domain ontology
and constructing the legal reasoning model of the rule-based decision support
system based on this ontology.
Concerning the ontology building process, two main categories of approaches
exist in the literature: top-down and bottom-up (d’Aquin et al. 2007). The bottom-up
approaches start from the most specific concepts and build a structure by
generalization (Ashley and Rissland 1987) where the building process of the
ontology usually starts with linguistic study of existing data structures forms
(documents, reports, etc.) in order to extract relevant concepts of the domain and
relations among them with the semi-automatic support of document analysis tools.
Top-down approaches start from the most generic concept and build a structure by
specialization (Gandon 2002). In this approach, the building process of the ontology
starts by an analysis and study of relevant information sources about the given
domain and then modeling the top level concepts which will then be refined in a
series of further steps.
Meanwhile, for the construction of the legal rule-based reasoning model, two
main approaches are found in the literature for integrating ontologies and rules:
homogeneous and hybrid (Antoniou et al. 2005). The homogeneous approaches
define the integration between ontologies and rules over a tight semantic integration
where ontologies and rules are embedded in a common logical language. The most
typical homogeneous paradigms are: Combination of OWL ontologies with
SWRL19 rules (Antoniou et al. 2005) expressed in First Order Logic (FOL) and
Description Logic programs (DLP) (Grosof et al. 2003). In contrast, the hybrid
approaches define the integration between ontologies and rules over a strict
semantic separation where the ontology elements and the rules predicates are
separated. In this strategy, rules are expressed in Logic Programming LP formalism.
The most typical hybrid approaches are Answer Set programming (ASP) (Gelfond
and Lifschitz 1991), dl-programs (Eiter et al. 2008) and DL?log (Rosati et al.
2006).
5.4 Proposed approaches
In our research we have proposed two main approaches: a modular middle-out
approach for building the criminal domain ontology and a homogeneous approach
for integrating the resulting ontology with the logic rules in order to form the legal
reasoning model of the legal decision support system.
19 https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/.
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5.4.1 Modular middle-out approach for building criminal domain ontology
A modular middle-out approach has been proposed for building a criminal modular
domain ontology (Ghosh et al. 2016). The proposed approach tends to combine two
complementary strategies: top-down and bottom-up. In the ontology building
process the modularization techniques are used to split the ontology into four
independent modules (upper, core, domain and domain-specific), which are
themselves ontologies, capable of reuse. At the highest level, the upper module
represents the most general concepts and relations that cover all the domains. The
core module provides a definition of structural knowledge in the legal domain. The
domain module, in turn, describes the conceptualization of the criminal domain.
Finally, at the lowest level, the domain-specific module describes the most-specific
knowledge of the Lebanese criminal domain.
Concerning the strategies: top-down consists of the definition of the highest part
of the conceptual structure of the criminal domain which is modeled as ontology
modules (upper and core). In this strategy, reusing existent ontologies, that capture
similar or complementary knowledge (foundational and core-legal ontologies such
as UFO (Guizzardi 2005), LKIF-Core (Hoekstra et al. 2007; Hoekstra 2000) can
help in building a well-founded ontology. Meanwhile, the bottom-up strategy
consists of extracting the legal concepts and relations among them from textual
resources (the Lebanese criminal code) by using Ontology Learning and NLP
techniques and then modeling this knowledge as domain and domain-specific
modules. Eventually, the resulting ontologies are combined to form the complete
architecture of the criminal domain ontology.
5.4.2 Homogeneous approach for ontology and rules integration
In order to build the legal reasoning model for the legal decision support system,
there is a need to integrate the resulting criminal domain ontology with a set of logic
rules. For this purpose, an ontology-based homogeneous approach is proposed to
define a tight semantic integration where the ontology and the rules are embedded in
a common logical language. In this approach, the ontologies are treated as an
external sources of information accessed by rules. Ontology concepts and properties
may be defined through the rules. The most typical homogeneous paradigm is the
combination of OWL ontology with SWRL rules expressed in First Order Logic
(FOL) (Antoniou et al. 2005).
5.5 Results
In this section, we will discuss briefly the results obtained for the proposed
approaches concerning the criminal modular domain ontology and the rule-base of
the legal reasoning model.
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5.5.1 Criminal modular domain ontology
After applying the proposed middle-out approach, a criminal modular domain
ontology, named CriMOnto is obtained. The proposed approach is defined by
developing the modules independently and then combining them together to
compose the whole CriMOnto (see Fig. 1) (Ghosh et al. 2016). From this
perspective, the different modules can be considered different subjects since they
are at different conceptual levels. Therefore, an integration process is performed to
combine them (Bontas et al. 2005).
Upper ontology module The UOM consists of abstract concepts and relations
which are effectively independent of any specific domain (see Fig. 2). For a
principled development of this module, the unified foundational ontology UFO,
proposed by Guizzardi and Wagner (2010), is partially reused to facilitate and speed
up the ontology development process by avoiding reinvention of the wheel
concerning basic categories (Rosa et al. 2012). Therefore, UFO permits the building
of an ontology reusing some generic concepts such as Category, Kind, Subkind,
Relator, Role, Role_Mixin and Event, where the ontologist does not need to rebuild
these concepts. In order to make possible the activity of conceptual modeling via
UFO, a conceptual modeling language, named OntoUML (Guerson et al. 2015), is
used. OntoUML uses the ontological constraints of UFO as modeling primitives and
is specified above the UML 2.0 meta-model.20
Core ontology module The COM consists of concepts and relations that are
common across the domains of law and can provide the basis for specialization into
domain and domain-specific concepts. The same perspective is applied, as for the
upper module, for reusing partially the legal core ontology, LKIF-Core,21 to build
this module (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 1 Middle-out approach for
building CriMOnto
20 http://code.google.com/p/ontouml-lightweight-editor/, last accessed 19/4/2017.
21 https://github.com/RinkeHoekstra/lkif-core.
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Domain ontology module The DOM is composed of categories that are related
mainly to the criminal domain in general such as Criminal_Act, Penalty,
Misdemeanor, Violation, etc. In order to build this module, two main strategies
are applied: (1) specialize the concepts and relations of the core module (Fig. 4a);
(2) extract the knowledge from textual resources using ontology learning and NLP
techniques (El Ghosh et al. 2017) (Fig. 4b).
Domain-specific ontology module The DSOM consists of concepts and relations
of a specific subject domain such as the Lebanese criminal system (see Fig. 5). The
bottom-up strategy helped to generate semi-automatically the domain-specific
ontology. Unfortunately, the generated results were inexpressive and thus
Fig. 2 Fragment of the upper module in OntoUML
Fig. 3 Excerpt of the Core Module in Prote´ge´
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insufficient for practical use. For this reason, a re-engineering process, inspired by
the work of Caldarola et al. (2015), was applied to correct, prune and enrich the
extracted ontology and make it more expressive by transforming it to heavyweight
or axiom-based ontology.
Fig. 4 Excerpt of the Domain Module in Prote´ge´
Fig. 5 Excerpt of the Domain-specific Module in Prote´ge´
Fig. 6 Hierarchical Mapping in
Prote´ge´
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Integration process of ontology modules The integration phase is the final step
after building the independent ontology modules to form the resulting ontology
CriMOnto. The source ontologies or modules (upper, core, domain and domain-
specific) are combined and assembled together. In this context, a simple vertical
mapping strategy is applied between the concepts of the different modules. In our
experiments, since ontology modules are located on vertical conceptual levels from
general (upper module) to specific (domain-specific module), the mappings will be
based mainly on a parent–child hierarchical relationship (Legat et al. 2014). Finally,
all the modules are imported into the final ontology using the OWL:imports
formalisms (see Fig. 6).
5.5.2 Rule-base of the legal reasoning model
The Rule base of the legal reasoning model of the decision support system stores the
knowledge in form of rules. In the legal domain, a legal norm is represented by an
obligation rule that denotes that the conclusion of the rule will be treated as an
obligation in the following form:
IF condition ðoperativefactsÞ THEN conclusion ðlegal effectÞ:
For representing the norms of the Lebanese criminal code, a modeling process is
needed, as well as a rule language. The modeling process is based on a homoge-
neous integration of the obtained criminal domain ontology and SWRL selected as a
rule language. In SWRL, rules are of the form of an implication between an
antecedent (body) conjunction and a consequent (head) conjunction in the following
form (Antoniou et al. 2005):
Table 1 Legal norms and rules expressed in SWRL
Article
547
Anyone who intentionally kills another
person shall be punishable by hard labour
for a term of between 15 and 20 years
Intentional_Homicide(killing),
committed_towards(killing,?y),
committed_by(killing, ?x)
)
is_punished_by(?x, hard_labour),
imposed_for_maximum(hard_labour,max_d_2),
imposed_for_minimum(hard_labour, min_d_2),
term_value(max_d_2, 20),
term_value(min_d_2, 15),
term_type(max_d_2,‘‘years’’),
term_type(min_d_2, ‘‘years’’)
Article
213
An accomplice to an offence shall be liable
to the penalty prescribed by law for the
offence
Accomplice(?x),
commitð?x; ?yÞ,
is_punishable_byð?y; ?zÞ
)
is_liable_to_punished_byð?x; ?zÞ
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a1 ^ a2 ^    an)b1 ^ b2 ^    bn;
By representing legal norms using SWRL, we assume that they are conflict free and
will be complied with. In Table 1, we give two examples of SWRL rules, expressed
using CriMOnto elements.22
6 Robert van Doesburg: FLINT, a formal method for the interpretation
of sources of norms
This research investigates a standardized method for expressing the interpretation of
sources of norms in natural language in a formal representation. The representation
formalism is machine readable and our method results in executable expressions.
We developed a domain specific language (DSL), called FLINT (Formal Language
for the INTerpretation of sources of norms). In this section, we give an overview of
the foundations of FLINT and explain the value of FLINT compared to existing
methods for legal knowledge engineering.
Major concerns of the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Law include legal
knowledge acquisition and the use of that knowledge by agents to achieve goals. To
be able to perform in this field, agents need knowledge of the semantics of sources
of norms that are supposed to regulate their actions. In order to have a
computational set of norms, the interpretation of sources of norms must result in
formal representations that can be used by a reasoner. Because norms are made by
humans and, mostly, expressed in (written) natural language, AI and Law is also
about the border between essentially human tasks, and tasks that can be performed
by non-human agents. In our research, we address that border.23
Engineering challenge Create a standardized method for expressing the
interpretation of sources of norms in natural language into a formal representation
in a machine readable and executable form.
Research questions To meet the engineering challenge, research questions are
formulated, some of which are listed below:
1. Why do existing methods for legal engineering pay so little attention to the
explicit interpretation of sources of norms?
2. What knowledge should a normative reasoner have to be able to determine the
behavioral context of all agents in a regulated system?
3. How can the knowledge needed by a normative reasoner be systematically
acquired from sources of norms in natural language?
4. How can we handle differences in the interpretation of sources of norms caused,
e.g., by the inherent ambiguity of statements in natural language?
22 This work has been supported by the European Union with the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) under Grant Agreement noHN0002134 in the project CLASSE 2 (‘‘Les Corridors Logistiques:
Application a la Valle´e de la Seine et son Environnement’’), the Lebanese University and the National
Support from the National Council for Scientific Research in Lebanon (CNRS).
23 Robert van Doesburg is a Ph.D. student at the Leibniz Center for Law, University of Amsterdam,
under the supervision of Tom van Engers. The research project is part of a research program on large-
scale normative reasoning at the Leibniz Center of the University of Amsterdam.
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In this section, we will focus on the creation of a standardized method for the formal
interpretation of sources of norms in natural language. After a short overview of the
work that FLINT is founded upon: i.e. the construction of social reality; Hohfeld’s
fundamental legal concepts; approaches for the acquisition, representation and use
of legal knowledge; and argumentation theory, we will give a short presentation of
our work on the formal interpretation of sources of norms in natural language.
Finally we will discuss the results of our work until now and the work that needs to
be done to meet our engineering challenge.
6.1 On the representation of norms
6.1.1 The construction of social reality
Norms only exist by human agreement. If people do not agree on the meaning of a
norm, they cannot all obey it in the same way. Enforcement of a norm presupposes
that the enforcers of that norm agree on its meaning. Searle (1995) explores the
possibility of a social reality. Can we construct an objective world of money,
property, marriage, government, elections, football games, and so on and so forth?
In short: is an objective world of norms and law possible?
An objective social reality is, according to Searle, built upon the following
foundations:
1. The existence of a real world, an external reality to which facts correspond
(Hume 1739; Russell 1912).
2. Brute facts (Anscombe 1958), e.g. there is snow and ice near the summit of
Mount Everest.
3. Social facts (Durkheim 1894), e.g. a pack of hyena’s attacking a lion.
4. Institutional facts (Austin 1975), e.g., this piece of paper counts as money.
Like external reality, brute facts and social facts exist independently of human
representations. Institutional facts, however, cannot exist without human represen-
tation. The hyena’s will attack the lion without any person making a representation
of it, but the concept of money cannot exist without some kind of human
interpretation of it. At the same time institutional facts presuppose brute facts in a
real world. Without some kind of brute facts there can be no exchange of knowledge
of institutional facts between humans. Van Engers and Boer (2011) applied the idea
of constructing social reality to the world of norms and law. They addressed the
interaction between sources of norms (the brute facts a norm is based upon), the
logical representations of the meaning of these sources (the institutional represen-
tation derived from the source, i.e. the interpretation of the source), and the
application of that interpretation to an individual case, or to a set of cases, using an
implementation model (a social reality). The theory of constructing social reality
enables us to separately discuss the existence of sources of norms, the interpretation
thereof, the social reality where this interpretation is applied, and the mapping of
social facts to an institutional reality. This separation of concerns reduces the
complexity of the task of creating a formal, computational representation of norms.
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6.2 Fundamental legal concepts
Hohfeld introduced his fundamental legal concepts in 1913 (Hohfeld 1917). The
motive to introduce these legal concepts was Hohfeld’s opinion that one of the
greatest hindrances to the clear understanding of legal problems is the explicit or
tacit assumption that all legal relations may be reduced to rights and duties. Hohfeld
argued this was not the case by describing the ambiguities in the meaning of these
concepts and went on to introduce the smallest set of legal conceptions to which,
according to him, any and all legal quantities could be reduced. Hohfeld
distinguished four types of legal relations:
1. Power/Liability relations;
2. Immunity/Disability relations;
3. Right/Duty relations;
4. Privilege/No-right relations.
Some scholars prefer the term Liberty instead of Privilege and Claim instead of
Right. We do too. The Hohfeldian legal conceptions can only exist in pairs and
describe relations between two people, each holding one of the rights in a pair.
The Claim/Duty relation describes the situation in which person x has a claim on
person y to perform action A, and person y having the duty to perform action A. The
Liberty/No-claim relation describes the situation where that claim and that duty are
absent. A Claim/Duty relation can be created or by exercising the power of person z
to perform action B. Person y will have a liability as the result of that action. Person
x and person z may be the same person. In a normative (or legal) relation person x
and person y must be different persons. The Immunity/Disability relation is a
relation in which the power of person z to perform action B is absent. Person z has a
normative, e.g. legal, disability to perform action B.
Hohfeld called the Claim/Duty relation and Privilege/No-claim relation the first
order relations. The Power/Liability relation and Immunity/Disability relation are
called second order relations, because they can change first order relations. We call
the Claim/Duty relation situational, because it describes a situation that will exist
forever unless it is terminated by using a Power/Liability relation. A new situation,
and thus a new Claim/Duty relation, can only come to existence as a result of
performing an action that is part of a Power/Liability relation. This perspective
allows for a systemic view on Hohfeldian relations. Immunity/Disability and
Liberty/No-claim relations allow us to argue about the existence of Claim/Duty or
Power/Liability relations in disputes, e.g. in a court of law.
Hohfeld’s fundamental legal concepts have been formalized by several scholars.
An example that makes references to a lot of other formalizations is Sartor (2006),
see also Sect. 3. A legal philosophical discussion of the nature of rights in relation to
the fundamental legal conceptions of Hohfeld, can be found in Wenar (2005).
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6.3 An engineer’s perspective on legal knowledge
Valente (1995) distinguished three types of approaches for legal knowledge
engineering: the rule-based approach, the case-based approach and the logic
approach, and argues for a fourth: the modeling approach. The main focus of his
work on this modeling approach, is on functional ontologies. Also Van Kralingen
(1995) introduced the frame-based approach, which can be seen as an example of
such a modeling approach. All of the approaches described by Valente, provide the
knowledge engineer with a specific perspective, that comes with an ontological and
epistemological framework, on original sources of norms. Below we give a short
description of the characteristics of the four approaches.
The rule-based approach The main assumption behind the rule-based approach is
that legislation can be represented as production rules, e.g. having the form of if A,
then B or if A, then add B. These production rules can be used in two ways in AI and
Law: as a model of sources of norms and, when combined with a reasoning engine,
as an implementation device. Production rules are a shallow representation device
for law, because they do not express important epistemological distinctions in law.
According to Valente (1995) the result of this rule-based approach is that a large
part of the systems developed are highly pragmatic and ad-hoc. Deficiencies come
from the absence of any theoretical foundation and the use of an oversimplified
development strategy. Since 1995 there has been some progress on this subject, but
the interpretation of sources of norms in natural language remains problematic, see
also De Maat et al. (2009) and Wyner et al. (2016). The rule-based approach is
suitable for developing executable models of a given set of formalized norms. The
approach has no solution for extracting formalized rules from of sources of norms in
natural language.
The case-based approach The case-based approach represents laws merely as
cases, and uses cased-based reasoning techniques to reason with them. This is done
by analogical reasoning, or rather by solving actual problems (cases) by retrieving
similar past cases and using aspects of these retrieved cases to solve the case at
hand. The classical example of case-based reasoning used in law is HYPO (Ashley
1991; Bench-Capon 2017). The process of case-based reasoning mimics the
behavior of trial lawyers in the USA, and has been successfully used to model cases
in this context (Valente 1995). While researchers working on the case-based
approach have suggested methods to extract legal knowledge from cases, no
solution has yet been proposed for the extraction of formal legal knowledge from
statute law, regulations and other non case-centered sources of norms.
The logic approach The truth-based, or logic approach, is an important and
pervasive approach for Legal Knowledge Engineering. Logic and truth maintenance
systems have been the first formalizations that could run on digital computers,
thanks to the fundamental work of Shannon (1948). Logic has been used for
reasoning (modeling inferences, implementing them and analyzing their com-
putability and complexity), justification (is this reasoning valid?), and representation
(domain representation and representing ontological commitments). Logic is also
often used in the rule-based and case-based approaches. In the process of
interpreting sources of norms in natural language, however, logic has its downsides.
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The most important of these is that domain experts in the legal field are unfamiliar
with logical formulas, especially with the complex non-standard approaches that are
being used to represent normative systems (Valente 1995). Furthermore, deontic
logic exhibits parodoxes arising from the characteristics of the language (Sileno
et al. 2017).
The frame-based approach One of the founding fathers of AI, Marvin Minsky,
introduced the term frame as a concept essential for knowledge representation.
Van Kralingen (1995) suggested to use a frame-based approach for legal
knowledge engineering. He focused on knowledge capture and claims that frames
are inherently suited for making interpretations of sources in natural language. How
these frames can be used for reasoning was left to a companion thesis by Visser
(1995). Van Kralingen explicitly writes in his thesis that he is not paying attention to
problems associated with the interpretation of legal knowledge (Van Kralingen
1995), since this was Visser’s role in the project. Visser’s contribution with respect
to the interpretation of sources however, remains limited to a few remarks on the
interpretation of vague concepts, e.g. suitable employment. He suggests to consult
court decisions to clarify vague concepts, using a method that can be characterized
as mapping the vague concept to a multi-dimensional space, and to use a calculation
method to decide if an instance fits the category borders. This looks very much like
the HYPO model (Ashley 1991), but then only to reason on the semantics of vague
terms. We conclude that both Visser and Van Kralingen left underexposed the issue
of how to make the transcription of the source of a norm in natural language into a
normative frame. Breaux (2009) made his own frame for analyzing of sources of
norms, without referring to the work of Van Kralingen. With his approach, Breaux
aimed to support knowledge engineers in building legal reasoning systems and
consequently named his approach a Frame-Based Requirements Analysis Method.
The frame-based approaches of Van Kralingen and Breaux use their frames to
assign text fragments from sources of norms to slots in the frames. If a specific
frame element cannot be found in a sentence, or set of sentences, then that frame
element remains empty. Also, both approaches have the problem that actions do not
necessarily result in a state-transition. Van Kralingen’s frames allows for actions
that lack a final state. These actions are classified as acts of the type state-of-affairs.
Breaux’ frame-base lacks a slot for a final state or postcondition. We consider it
essential that every action results in a next well-defined final state, or postcondition.
If the result of a normative action cannot be found explicitly in a source, the source
sentence is not considered to contain a valid FLINT act type frame. The only
possibility to repair the deficit of the missing result is by making an explicit
statement that:
1. the source sentence implies a specific result,
2. the result of the action can be found in a separate sentence which should be
interpreted in conjunction with it.
By making these statements explicit, the interpretations are open to be challenged
by alternatives.
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Other authors, like De Maat et al. (2009), have used frame-based approaches to
capture knowledge from sources of norms using natural language processing (NLP)
techniques. In our research, we use a frame-based approach for making an explicit
representation of the interpretations of sources of norms.
6.4 Norms and arguments
Since different interpretations of sources of norms may lead to arguments as to
which interpretation is preferred, we also study how formal models of interpretation
can be discussed using formal methods for argumentation. For this we use argument
schemes based on Toulmin’s model of argumentation (Toulmin 1958). Statements
are considered to be claims, based on reasons. If a claim is attacked successfully, the
attack will defeat the claim. This type of attack is called a rebuttal. If the relation
between a claim and the reasons that support that claim is successfully attacked, that
is called a undercutter (Pollock 1987). So, a successful rebuttal results in the claim
being false, and a successful undercutter results in uncertainty whether the claim is
true or false. Formalization of argument schemes, using tools such as ARAUCARIA
(Reed and Rowe 2004) and ArguMed (Van Eemeren et al. 2014), lies outside the
scope of this section. Some work has been done on the classification and
formalization of argument schemes concerning the problem of statutory interpre-
tation (Walton et al. 2016; Araszkiewicz 2015). Typically the classification of
argument schemes concerns the classification of arguments, e.g. arguments from
ordinary meaning, arguments of technical meaning, arguments from legal concepts.
There are nog classifications of argument schemes aimed for making a type of
claim, e.g. interpretation of a norm respectively the application of a norm to a case.
6.5 A method for the interpretation of sources of norms in natural language
Our perspective on the interpretation of sources of norms follows from the goals we
want to achieve by using these models:
1. To understand the consequences of sources of norms for all addressees.
2. To allow for a discussion on the interpretation of sources of norms expressed in
natural language in a precise way.
3. To provide a large-scale applicable method supporting knowledge engineers in
translating these sources of norms into a formal, machine readable and
executable representation, thus overcoming ambiguity issues of natural
language and allowing for IT-support systems for various tasks.
To be able to achieve these goals we aim for a maximum separation of concerns.
Therefore, we separate the source of a norm, and the (formal) interpretation of that
source. We separate the interpretation of a norm, and the factual representation of a
specific case. And we make a separate representation for the mapping of the factual
representation of a specific case onto an institutional model consisting of (formal)
interpretations of sources of norms.
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For the interpretation of sources of norms we developed the Formal Language
for the Interpretation of Normative Theories: FLINT (Van Doesburg et al. 2016a;
Van Engers and Van Doesburg 2016). We use FLINT to formally describe
institutional reality (Searle 1995). The Power to act is represented as an institutional
act type that consist of an action, described in the source(s) of a norm, that an agent
is allowed to perform on an object, if a precondition (consisting of institutional fact
types connected by Boolean relations) is met. The action has a postcondition
consisting of a institutional fact types, act types or duty types that can be either
created or terminated. The result of the action is received by an agent holding the
agent role recipient. Act types have a functional perspective, meaning that the
performance of a given act type under the same conditions, always has the same
result.
The actor is the agent holding the Hohfeldian power, the recipient the agent
holding the liability. The performance of a institutional act type can create or
terminate: a institutional fact type (e.g. a decision on an application creates a
decision and terminates the application), an new institutional act type (e.g. an actor
having the power to delegate, can delegate his power to another agent), or a
institutional duty type (i.e. the duty of a duty holder to perform an institutional act in
the future, and the corresponding claim of the claimant on the duty holder).
The precondition can be elaborated by making detailed expressions for separate
institutional fact types. By making separate expressions for the details of individual
fact types, the question whether a fact is true or not can be answered using first-order
logic. The representation of institutional act types as drivers of state transitions from
one world, to another, enables the description of consecutive decisions in the same
case without using defeasible logic. As a result FLINT expressions can be presented
without complicated logical constructions, enabling direct validation by all
members of a multidisciplinary team.
The development of FLINT started in a NWO sponsored workshop,24 which has
led to a continuing collaboration between academics and industry. It consists of a
domain specific language (DSL) and a prototype that supports working with this
language. For the three frame types of FLINT, see Table 2.
Table 2 The FLINT-language framework
Act type frame Duty type frame Fact type frame
Action Description of duty Fact type
Actor Duty holder Derivation function
Object Claimant
Recipient Liable agent
Precondition Creating act type
Postcondition Terminating act type
Reference to source(s) Reference to source(s) Reference to source(s)
24 Van Doesburg et al. (2016b).
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When you create a formal representation of a source, the first thing you are faced
with is the bootstrapping problem: where to start? Different solutions have been
proposed in the past, but most authors remain vague about this particular point.
Experience in the POWER project (Van Engers et al. 2000) shows that it doesn’t
necessarily make sense to start with the first sentence of a source and then work your
way to the end of it, if only for the fact that the sources are to voluminous, and
contain references to equally voluminous additional sources, and so on and so forth.
This leads to a task that cannot be completed. We decided to use a more pragmatic,
task-oriented, approach.
We suggest the following procedure for making an interpretation model:
1. Decide which task(s) are to be supported.
2. Find an initial set of relevant sources of norms.
3. Identify an initial set of relevant fragments (sentences or constituents thereof)
for the task(s) at hand.
4. Transform relevant fragments into an explicit interpretation model.
5. If necessary, find additional sources and fragments to fill missing information.
6. Make explicit expressions for all assumptions left implicit by the authors of the
sources of norms.
The first step of the procedure constitutes a pragmatic starting point. The last two
steps are required to make complete all elements of a frame. An institutional act
type cannot exist without an action, actor, object, recipient and some kind of
postcondition. An act type without any precondition constitutes an absolute power,
it describes an act that is allowed regardless of the condition the actor is in. When a
frame is not complete, we assume that information needed to act according to the
norms, is missing or inappropriately left implicit. If fragments filling this
shortcoming, are not found, we assume that the source of norm contains implicit
information, and we choose an explicit expression that, we think, fits the meaning of
the interpreted sources of norms best. By making the interpretation of a source
explicit, the interpretation is opened up for discussion. Arguments for alternative
interpretations can be presented and conflicting interpretations can be debated,
resulting in consensus or a decision by an arbitrator.
Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of sacrificing completeness as the
boundaries of the resulting model are impacted by the chosen task. The
interpretation model itself, however, is task independent. In other words, the model
may be used for a variety of tasks, although it may still be incomplete. This brings
us to the stopping criteria. This will always remain a question open for debate.
There may be new questions or tasks that require additional sources of norms to be
included. There may be changes in sources of norms that are already in the
interpretation model. And of course, there also may appear new interpretations of
existing sources of norms.
The goal of making an interpretation is not to create a complete model that
results in the correct answer to any question. The goal is to make a model that can
be used to reason about a specific set of questions. FLINT is being used to enable
experts from the legal, policy and administrative domain to explicitly formulate
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their interpretation of a source of norm, while knowledge engineers can focus on the
formal aspects of the expression.
6.6 Discussion and conclusion
6.6.1 What is new?
The following aspects are considered to be contributions to the field of AI and Law:
1. A first version of a procedure for knowledge engineers to start and stop the
process of modeling sources of norms. The authors do not claim completeness
of the resulting interpretation model. All interested parties are invited to argue
that not all relevant fragments of sources of norms are included, and/or that the
interpretation of these fragments should be changed.
2. Separating the interpretation of norms, and application to specific cases (actual
or imaginary). Rule-based, case-based, logic based, and the frame-based
approaches by Van Kralingen, Visser25 and Breaux do not make this distinction.
The FLINT approach distinguishes:
(a) the relevant sources of norms that apply to a specific (set of) task(s);
(b) the creation of an interpretation model for a set of sources of norms,
consisting of act types, duty types and fact types;
(c) the facts and acts of a specific case;
(d) the mapping of the facts and acts in a specific case onto an interpretation
model.
3. The formal interpretation models allow for applying argumentation schemes to
structure differences of opinion on the interpretation of norms, and allows us to
use such arguments to reason about the correct application of norms to the facts
of a case. For this task we use specific argument schemes for the separate parts
of the interpretation, i.e. referring to the relevant sources of norms, interpreting
the sources of norms in act types and duty types, describing the facts and acts of
a specific case, mapping facts and acts in a specific case onto the interpretation
model.
All these contributions enhance transparency. They also substantially decrease the
complexity of the validation of interpretation models. Our research thus far resulted
in:
1. A procedure for making an interpretation model.
2. Frames for institutional act types, institutional duty types, and derivation
functions for institutional fact types.
25 Visser does some work on the interpretation of vague concepts. In our view this work is about the
mapping of facts and acts of a specific case onto the vague concept that appears in statute law. This view
is supported by the case-based approach Visser uses for his interpretations.
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3. A DSL for the formal interpretation of sources of norms (FLINT) (Van
Doesburg et al. 2016a).
4. A prototype for generating a datalog reasoner from a FLINT representation of a
simplified example in the tax domain (to be published).
5. Interpretation models for several legal domains, including Dutch immigration
policy (Van Doesburg et al. 2016a), tax policy (Van Doesburg and Van Engers
2017), administrative law (Van Doesburg and Van Engers 2017) and the
European General Data Protection Regulation (to be published).
6. First experiment with argumentation schemes for the interpretation of sources
of norms (Van Doesburg and Van Engers 2017).
6.6.2 Future work
Future work will focus on the following subjects:
1. Evaluation of the method and the resulting interpretation models by experts and
laymen and experts from the fields of law, policy advising, public adminis-
tration, knowledge engineers.
2. Elaborating methods for using argument schemes to resolve conflicts on the
interpretation of sources of norms.
3. To re-engineer the FLINT solution allowing for large-scale application. This
includes the development of tools for modelers and domain experts.
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